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The Commission will **take forward work and consult widely on simplification and modernisation** of the Common Agricultural Policy to **maximise its contribution** to the Commission's **ten priorities** and to the **Sustainable Development Goals**.

This will focus on **specific policy priorities for the future**, taking account of the opinion of the **REFIT Platform**, and **without prejudice** to the Commission proposal to revise the **Multiannual Financial Framework**.
The process

Consultation

Challenges

Objectives

Policy options and assessment

Impact assessment
Impact Assessment process: Key principles

✓ **Problem** definition: **challenges** and need for **EU** action

✓ **Objectives**, including degree of ambition

✓ Assessing **economic, social** and **environmental** impacts of **options**, based on **evidence**

✓ **Transparent, objective and balanced**

✓ In line with **Better Regulation** guidelines/tools
Impact Assessment Workshops

Aim

Gather evidence/knowledge from experts on CAP related issues

Presentations by experts, exchanges and discussion,

Take up/conclusions for modernising & simplifying CAP

Participants/working arrangements

Experts *ad personam* from academia, national/regional/international organisations, stakeholders Commission services (Inter-Service Group)

Chatham House

Rapporteur/Report
IA Workshops

Topics

1. Best Environmental & Climate Practices
2. Risk Management
3. Food-related issues
4. Jobs and Growth

Dates
between Mid-March and Early June

Outcomes
Will be presented by Rapporteurs at the Conference on 7 July 2017